
02181: "a period really much focusing on my dreams and generally on sleeping with

the winter weather approaching outside and following my kids patter going to sleep

very early without watching any screen but at times working outside in the mosaic

shed and listening to podcasts that could make my dreams more talkative but also

getting affected by the big anthology of old stories from all around the world

authors and generally getting quite some creative dreams also visiting august in

his farm and getting back in my imagination the swedish landscape"

06190: "a period in the netherlands trying to keep up with all the fit body i got

in the summer working at my museum in the alps but then getting a back injury

doing push ups and still trying to do some biking despite the pain and many

consecutive days of rain and also later doing some exercise biking with the kids

and  ultimately  taking  them  on  hikes  training  especially  pushing  the  double

stroller up ad down the dunes of the national park north of den haag"

10168: "more boyscouts met in our contrada during a rainy day and also some

migrants met on the train back from venice before meeting people from schio such

as drunkard and a librarian and helping out a black old man"

14159: "getting ideas at last leaving our dutch town after many months confined

there due to the pandemic and making it to italy spending times with the kids

awaiting to get the building permission for my museum and getting ideas just

strolling around also in the schio countryside but also just keeping it in our

mountain contrada"

12219:  "news  read  regularly  and  only  filtering  those  related  to  killing  and

finding some disastrous natural events especially in guatemala as well much terror

in africa with the situation in ethiopia degenerating under once again a noble

price winner for peace"

08136: "a documentary inspired fable about a cassowary and its relation with

humans turning violent in many different levels until their total disappearance"

10169: "meeting on my way to italy the swedish-finnish pregnant girlfriend of my

old russian friend pyotr and in italy staying at a hostel meeting a very cool

canadian photographer and in venice helping out a black guy on the street before

meeting the new tenants of my apartment like a turkish academic and her slavic

friend and at last in the mountains meeting the brother of a neighbour who came to

help me clearing the valley to my installation"

15140: "good air inhaled while in sweden hiking with august but also getting

exposed to quite some traffic especially waiting for the bus to go back to his

farm and then back in holland also breathing quite a good air beside during

weekends taking the car to explore more natural sights and getting stuck in the

traffic especially in utrecht and later in nijmegen"



09145: "regularly recording my thoughts yet almost always never finding really

peace to properly meditate through my thoughts with always the kids talking or

wining and at times having to walk over a kilometer with a thought in my head

waiting for the right moment to record it yet being now quite clear about my role

as a social outsider attempting to keep human and intimate with nature"

01203: "a month with relatively not so many pictures taken as in the other months

perhaps spending too much time outdoor and not so much indoor cooking and taking

care of the household but nonetheless keeping up with quite a schedule of updating

my project early in the morning and staying with my kids throughout the day to

then resume the working with my mosaics in the evening and also getting more

active in the afternoon with livia on my side while little silvester sleeps and

draw and prepare the mosaics for the casting having little objects sometime in use

given  also  the  fact  that  i  spent  many  hours  on  the  computer  developing  the

interface for the mosaic retrieval"

18153: "a period with the winter setting in and recording quite some wind but

never too strong and always mostly felt while walking up the dikes or occasionally

visiting  some  dutch  cities  with  the  wind  channeling  through  the  streets

particularly in arnhem and nijmegen in the reconstructed neighborhoods and despite

this only perceiving slight changes mostly keeping outdoor with my kids in the

nature around our village"

03146: "a month spent quasi exclusively with the kids keeping in our dutch village

with once again the surge of the pandemic and making our afternoon cheerful while

preparing the meal listening to old cartoon songs on my phone but also now having

myrthe more and more addicting little livia to disney stupidities and hearing her

singing these mainstream songs but also teaching her some old songs i learned from

my grandparents and having her really enjoying them"

05157: "taking quite some walks in culemborg almost daily with the kids despite

the cold weather and in the weekend going with the little family mostly to city

given the bad and cold weather not really allowing us to visit any more natural

sites beside the nice dunes north of den haag and exploring arnhem finding the

nice  riverside  filled  with  graffiti  there  and  njimegen  always  however  being

careful not to come in contact with the crowd given the pandemic and at last

following myrthe to utrecht working also on saturdays and walking with the kids

there quite extensively however often a low speed allowing them also to walk"

16157: "the weather going from autumn to winter and still experiencing some days

of sun despite the dutch grayness setting in and towards the end also some quite

cold days feeling the needs for gloves especially persisting walking every day out

with the kids"

12220:  "checking  regularly  the  news  as  the  first  thing  in  the  morning  and

searching for the keyword kill finding many side news about blasts and islam



terror caused casualties especially once again in nigeria but also several in

afghanistan also now again never finding any headlines related to the corona virus

pandemic killing people but rather only finding deaths and statistic saturating

all the media channels"

17122: "clouds observed in the winter biking in the netherlands and later briefly

in  sweden  with  august  before  spending  the  christmas  holidays  in  the  italian

mountains observing many interactions of humans especially with other animals"


